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Abstract—Several countries have a significant installed capac-
ity of large-scale reversible hydro power plants. This large-scale
storage technology comes with high investments costs, hence the
constant search for methods to increase and diversify the sources
of revenue. Traditional fixed speed pump storage units typically
operate in the day-ahead market to perform price arbitrage and,
in specific cases, provide downward replacement reserve (RR).
Variable speed pump storage can not only participate in RR but
also contribute to frequency restoration reserve (FRR), given
their ability to control its operating point in pumping mode.
This work proposes a strategy to manage the water resource and
maximize the power plant revenue by participating in the day-
ahead market but also providing ancillary services. Moreover,
a model to correctly allocate the water resource throughout the
year is presented, as well as an evaluation module to calculate
the real revenue of the system.

Index Terms—Pumped Storage Power, Day-ahead Market, Re-
placement Reserve, Frequency Restoration Reserve, Forecasting

I. INTRODUCTION

Reversible hydro power plants with reservoir (Pumped Stor-

age Power - PSP) are the most mature storage technology with

high integration levels in countries such as Portugal, Spain and

Switzerland. Typically, the fixed speed PSP participate in the

electricity market for price arbitrage (i.e., pump in low price

periods and generate in high price periods) and provision of

downward replacement reserve (RR) in specific cases. Due to

technical limitations, the current fixed speed PSP technology

does not participate in the frequency restoration reserve (FRR).

In contrast, variable speed PSP units can not only participate

in RR but also in FRR, given their flexibility to quickly change

the consumption operating point.

With the increasing penetration of renewable energy sources

in the generation mix and the consequent decrease in the
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global inertia of the system, several works have begin to study

the performance and reliability of variable speed PSP in the

electrical grid.

In [1] it is analyzed the technical benefits achieved by

replacing the existing fixed speed pump units by variable speed

ones in an Indian PSP unit, which would be the first time

in that country. The conclusion is that the the benefits are

significant since adds frequency regulation in a location where

the nominal frequency is constantly below 50Hz. [2] and

[3] explore the use of a ternary unit operated in hydraulic

short circuit to provide active power control in pumping mode

and concludes that it improves the Virtual Power Plant output

power and thus the power network frequency stability in case

of significant solar power variations. In [4] it is presented an

overview of the trends and challenges in PSP, which shows

that ancillary services markets, particularly those related to

balancing supply and demand, emerge as a valuable source of

revenue.

To our knowledge, in the literature only the work of [5]

formulates an optimization problem for variable-speed PSP

participation in the FRR market, which is then used to estimate

the maximum theoretical revenue of the system. The work

assumes perfect knowledge of market prices and water inflows

and that the amount of energy to be used from the total reserve

band available is know at the time of the optimization.

The present paper presents a complete bidding strategy for

a PSP unit combining the benefits of price arbitrage with the

participation in the ancillary services market. Compared to [5],

the present paper has the following original contributions: (a)

a medium-term model (inspired by [6]) is applied, combining

the seasonality of market prices with water value concepts, to

find the optimal level of water in the reservoir at the end of

each week; (b) forecasting techniques were applied to predict

natural water inflows, day-ahead and frequency restoration

reserve; (c) does not assume prior knowledge of the amount of

mobilized FRR capacity; (d) describes an evaluation module

that replicates the “real” operation of the power plant and

enables an accurate evaluation of the profit.

The paper is organized as follows: section II presents the
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overall architecture for the bidding strategies, describing the

medium and short-term models and detailing the evaluation

phase; section III details the case study and results; section IV

enumerates the obtained conclusions.

II. BIDDING STRATEGIES FRAMEWORK

The overall bidding strategy framework for the participation

of a PSP unit in the day-ahead and frequency restoration

reserve (FRR) markets is depicted in Figure 1. This strategy

is divided into three modules:

Medium-term Optimization

Allocation of the water from natural inflows considering

a one year time horizon. It uses weekly forecasts for

the average market price and natural water inflows. The

outcome from the model is the optimal weekly reservoir

level for the entire year.

Short-term Optimization

Combining information provided by forecasts of natural

water inflows and market prices of the day-ahead and FRR

markets with technical information of the pump-hydro

unit, this model defines the operational set points for the

PSP, aiming to maximize its revenue. The model uses

the output of the medium-term model to constraint the

level of the reservoir at the end of the optimization period.

Evaluation Module

Using real price and energy data from the electricity

market, this module calculates the revenue of the system.

The reservoir level is updated Using the information of

the realized water inflows and energy requested for FRR.

Considering an iterative approach for the strategy imple-

mentation, the updated level of the reservoir obtained from the

evaluation module is used as the initial state in the medium-

term model and all the process is repeated for the next day.

A. Input/Output Curves

Figure 2 illustrates this I/O curves for turbine mode, using

a methodology adapted from [7] and [5]. The same process is

made to find the pump mode I/O curves. Taking the generation

curve as example, the technical boundaries are defined by the

maximum and minimum power generation (ḡd,
¯
gd) and water

flow (q̄d,
¯
qd). Using these values it is possible to compute

the slope of the curve, i.e. energy coefficient δd, which

multiplied by the water flow translates into power generation.

The same process is used to define the energy coefficient for

pumping (δp).

This is an approximation of the real I/O curves and it is

only possible to do it by assuming that the PSP operates

with small head variation. Otherwise the non-linear relation

between water flow and head would increase the complexity of

the problem and it would not be possible to solve this problem

using Mixed Integer Linear Programming.

B. Optimization Models

1) Medium-term Optimization: The operation of a PSP unit

relies in the correct management of its only resource, i.e. water.

The medium-term optimization model was inspired in the

work of [6] and takes into account the seasonality and vari-

ability of the natural water inflows combined with day-ahead

market prices forecasts to find the optimal allocation of the

water resource for one year, considering weekly periods (i.e.,

52 weeks).

The objective function (1) aims at maximize the revenue of

the system, which results from the multiplication of the hydro

unit generation power gdw by the day-ahead market price πDAw

for a period of 52 weeks (w = 52). Given the weekly nature

of the optimization periods, all the variables present in this

model are represented by their weekly average value, with the

exception of the natural water inflows, which are represented

by their weekly sum.

max revenue = max

w=52
∑

w=1

[

gdw · πDAw

]

(1)

The amount of water present in the reservoir for each week

Qw is updated using (2), where qdw is the average water

discharge flow from the hydro turbine and aw sum of the

weekly natural water inflows in the reservoir.

Qw = Qw−1 − qdw + aw (2)

The initial and final level of the reservoir (3)(4) must be

set, being Qstart the realized volume in the reservoir at the

time of the optimization and Qend a predefined value, in this

paper the medium level of the reservoir is used.

Q0 = Qstart (3)

Q52 = Qend = ¯
Q+ Q̄

2
(4)

Equations (5)-(7) are the constraints responsible to impose

the technical limits of the hydroelectric power (
¯
gd, ḡd), water

discharge flow (
¯
qd, q̄d) and reservoir level (

¯
Q, Q̄).

¯
gd ≤ gw ≤ ḡd (5)

¯
qd ≤ qw ≤ q̄d (6)

¯
Q ≤ Qw ≤ Q̄ (7)

A seasonal bootstrapping technique, following the work

from [8], is used to simulate the yearly time series for

day-ahead market prices and natural water inflows, since

traditional forecasting methods, such as neural networks or

ARIMA, would result in large errors due to the extent of the

forecast horizon. The seasonal bootstrap method involves non-

parametric randomly resampling historical data, by taking seg-

ments of the historical time series and pasting them together

to form a new artificial series. Thus preserving any seasonal

or trend patterns as well as the inherent serial correlation.



Figure 1. Architecture of the Optimization Framework
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Figure 2. Input/Output curve of variable speed PSP - inspired in [5]

To increase the robustness of the bootstrapping technique,

a large set of scenarios (i.e. n = 500) are created and all

of them are used as input in the medium-term optimization

algorithm. The end result is the average of all scenarios and

the reservoir level obtained for the end of the first week is

then used as constraint in the short-term optimization model to

define the reservoir level at the end of the optimization period.

2) Short-term Optimization: The formulation of the short-

term optimization model presumes that it is not possible to

determine a priori the amount of electrical energy used from

the available reserve band. Thus, the revenue for the FRR

is represented in the objective function only for the reserve

capacity price. Following the same logic, the amount of reserve

band made available to perform FRR does not affect the rate of

discharge/pumping water flow or the amount of water available

in the reservoir. To avoid situations where the energy used in

the frequency restoration would result in the violation of a

reservoir level it is assumed that a portion of the reservoir is

allocated solely for the purpose of frequency restoration.

The objective function of the Short-term Optimization

Model (8) aims to maximize the revenue of the system for

a period of one week (t = 168 hours). There are two

different sources of income: the day-ahead market (DA) and

the FRR market. The revenue of the first term results from

the difference of the energy generated (gdDA) and the electrical

energy consumed by the pump unit (g
p
DA) multiplied by the

DA market price (πDA). In the objective function it is only

considered the remuneration of the regulation band of the FRR

reserve. In other words, it is only considered the availability of

the FRR regulation band. Thus, the revenue results from the

multiplication of the available power for upward (usd, usp)

and downward (dsd, dsp) regulation by the FRR market price

(πSEC)

max

t=168
∑

t=1

[

(gdDA,t − g
p
DA,t) · πDA,t

+ (usdt + us
p
t + dsdt + ds

p
t ) · πSEC,t

]

(8)

Equations (9)-(12) define the amount of water flow dis-

charged (qd) from the upper reservoir or pumped (qp) into

the upper reservoir by the unit. Binary variables (ond, onp)

indicate when the unit is operating as turbine or pump and

constraint (13) ensures that simultaneous operation does not

occur.

qadt ≤ ond
t · (q̄

d −
¯
qd) (9)

qa
p
t ≤ on

p
t · (q̄

p −
¯
qp) (10)

qdt = qadt + ond
t ·

¯
qd (11)

q
p
t = qa

p
t + on

p
t ·

¯
qp (12)

ud
t + u

p
t ≤ 1 (13)

The relation between water flow and power is characterized

by Equations (14) and (15), which results from the multipli-

cation of the energy coefficient (δd, δp) by the water flow, as

explained in Section II-A.

gdDA,t = ond
t ·

¯
gd + qadDA,t · δ

d (14)

g
p
DA,t = on

p
t ·

¯
gp + qa

p
DA,t · δ

p (15)



With the known values of discharge and pumping flow for

each optimization period, it is possible to update the reservoir

level using Equation (16). The starting level is defined by the

real amount of water in the reservoir and the value for the

final value results from the medium-term optimization model,

as explained in Section II-B1.

Qt = Qt−1 + (qpt − qdt ) + at (16)

Q0 = Qstart (17)

Q168 = Qend (18)

Equations (19)-(22) ensure that the power available for FRR

regulation band added to the day-ahead bid does not violate

the maximum or minimum limits for the pump-hydro unit.

The day-ahead operation itself must be within the technical

boundaries of the unit, since the regulation band may not be

activated (or used). This is guaranteed by Equations (23) and

(24).

gdDA,t + usdt ≤ ond
t · ḡ

d (19)

gdDA,t − dsdt ≥ ond
t ·

¯
gd (20)

g
p
DA,t + ds

p
t ≤ on

p
t · ḡ

p (21)

g
p
DA,t − us

p
t ≥ on

p
t ·

¯
gp (22)

ond
t ·

¯
gd ≤ gdDA,t ≤ ond

t · ḡ
d (23)

ond
t ·

¯
gp ≤ g

p
DA,t ≤ on

p
t · ḡ

p (24)

The ancillary services market in the Iberian peninsula are

separately operated by the transmission system operator (TSO)

of each country. In Portugal, the TSO forces that the amount

for upward secondary reserve must account for 2/3 of the

total band, leaving 1/3 for downward regulation. This rule is

imposed by constraint (25).

(usdt + us
p
t ) = 2 · (dsdt + ds

p
t ) (25)

In order to forecast the day-ahead energy and FRR

prices, as well as the natural water inflows, a forecasting

model based on the component-wise gradient boosting (GB)

algorithm [9] was used. It conducts numerical optimization,

via steepest-descent, in function space by using a user-defined

base learner recurrently on modified data that is the output

from the previous iterations. Following the optimization

phase, the final solution is a linear combination of the base

learners. The main feature of this algorithm is that the base

learner selects only one predictor among all in each iteration

and can includes different types of base learners, such as

linear effects or smooth effects (e.g., P-splines). Therefore,

this algorithm is capable of modeling non-linear relations and

conducts feature selection. To train and apply this model the

component-wise GB from R package “mboost” [10] was used.

3) Evaluation Module: To evaluate the performance of the

bidding strategy an evaluation module, where the markets

bids determined by the optimization problem are applied

to real market conditions, is implemented. Observed prices

from the electricity market are used to evaluate the economic

performance and observed natural water inflows used to update

reservoir level. Despite the weekly period of the short-term

optimization model, the MIBEL only accepts bids for the day-

ahead, so in this evaluation module only the first 24 hours bids

are considered.

The revenue is calculate according to Equation (26), where

the first term accounts the revenue from the day-ahead market

and the second the revenue from the FRR regulation band. The

last two terms accommodate the revenue from the amount of

energy used from the available FRR reserve. This value is

estimated based on the ratio of the energy used and the total

amount of FRR reserve contracted (27)(28).

revenue =
t=24
∑

t=1

[

(gdDA,t − g
p
DA,t) · πDA,t

+ (usdt + us
p
t + dsdt + ds

p
t ) · πSEC,t

+% ↑ ·(usdt + us
p
t ) · πTER up,t

−% ↓ ·(dsdt + ds
p
t ) · πTER down,t

]

(26)

% ↑t =
upward FRR energy used (t)

upward FRR band contracted (t)
(%) (27)

% ↓t =
downward FRR energy used (t)

downward FRR band contracted (t)
(%) (28)

Together with the realized values of the natural water

inflows (areal), the amount of electrical energy used is also

relevant to update the level of the reservoir, since, for instance,

the use of the PSP unit to perform downward regulation results

in more water stored in the reservoir (29).

Q̂t −Qreal
t =

t=24
∑

t=1

[

(â− areal)−% ↑t ·
(usdt
δd

+
us

p
t

δp

)

+% ↓t ·
(dsdt
δd

+
ds

p
t

δp

)]

(29)

III. CASE STUDY

The optimization models described in section II-B were

applied to a real PSP unit located in the north of Portugal,

with technical characteristics presented in Table I.

Real data for the MIBEL market prices provided by REN1

and REE2 and natural water inflows were used to evaluate

the performance of the bidding strategies. The period between

May 2014 and May 2015 was considered.

1www.mercado.ren.pt
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Figure 3. Turbine mode: (a) Normalized s-shape curve (for max efficiency) (b) Linearization

TABLE I. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PSP UNIT

max min

Turbine 390 200 [MW]

Pump 390 300 [MW]

Reservoir 92.1 76.3 [hm3]

To obtain the energy coefficients, like explained in Sec-

tion II-A, we used s-shape characteristic curves, provided

by the manufacture of the machine, which gives the relation

between water flow and power for all the gate openings.

When operating in pump-mode the machine does not change

the gate opening, thus we use solely the curve for the gate

opening with higher efficiency to find δp. However, in turbine-

mode the gate is changed regularly, so, using the s-shape

curves depicted in Figure 3a and restricting the operation

to the machine technical limits (highlighted by the shaded

rectangle), we can get the relation of water discharge and

power generation for each gate, like depicted in Figure 3b.

The slope of the linearisation (dotted red line) is the energy

coefficient in generation mode, δd.

In Figure 4 it is possible to observe the outcome of typical

optimization day. The dotted lines correspond to the day-ahead

market bids and the shaded area to the FRR reserve band, both

obtained by the short-term optimization. Bold lines represent

the actual power generated or consumed by the pump-hydro

unit, being the difference between the DA bid and the actual

power the amount of energy used to perform FRR control.

The revenue obtained by the system was compared with

a PSP unit with fixed speed and the results are described in

Table II and Figure 5.

As expected, with variable speed PSP the revenue from the

day-ahead market suffers a small decrease, but it is largely

compensated by the revenue from the FRR market. Adding

the revenue of the two markets, a PSP with variable speed

more than duplicates the revenue in comparison with a fixed

speed PSP.

Figure 4. DA and FRR bids and actual PSP operation points

TABLE II. SYSTEM REVENUE FROM DA AND FRR, CONSIDERING

VARIABLE AND FIXED SPEED

Variable Speed Fixed Speed

Day-ahead 45.18 48.9 EUR 10
6

Frequency R. R. 44.33 - EUR 10
6

Total 94.08 48.9 EUR 10
6

Since the amount of energy used from the reserve band

was not considered in the short-term optimization model, it

is possible that during the operating day the reservoir level

would be above or below its technical limits. Figure 6 shows

a histogram of the difference between the amount of water

expected after the optimization process and the actual level

after the operation. This deviation indicates that if we limit the

maximum reservoir level to a value 1hm3 below the maximum

and 1hm3 above the minimum, it is expected that the technical

constraints would not be violated.
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IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a complete optimization strategy for

the optimization of variable speed PSP on the day-ahead and

FRR markets. The strategy combines a medium-term model

that allocates the water resource throughout the year with a

short-term model that defines the operating point and FRR

band of the PSP unit in order to maximize the power plant

revenue.

Considering an evaluation period of one year, the economic

results show that the participation of these units in FRR

could double their revenue. It was also concluded that, even

disregarding the impact in the reservoir level of the energy

used for FRR, the actual amount of water never surpassed the

1hm3 from the level expected from the optimization and the

observed one. The obtained results show that the participation

of these unis in ancillary markets increases by 92% the system

revenue and diversify their bidding strategies. This work did

not considered hydraulic or electrical losses, and assumed that

bids in the electricity market were always accepted, leaving

room for improvement in the assessment of real energy used

from the regulation band in the evaluation module.

Future work consists in including replacement reserve bids

in the optimization model and combine PSP with renewable

energy power plants in order to present combined bids in the

ancillary services market (e.g., virtual power plant approach).
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